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ABSTRACT
This paper addresses the prediction of ship performance in waves
by means of RANS-based CFD. Lately, much attention has been
given to modelling the complex geometry (moving hull and ro-
tating propeller) which can sometimes distort or suppress the
importance of the underlying physics. The approach here is to
subject a ﬁxed hull to waves and study how the ﬂow around the
hull is aﬀected and what this means for the inﬂow to the propeller
and the resulting propulsive performance of the ship. This study
provides a straightforward approach for gaining insight into how
hull design can inﬂuence the performance of ships in waves.
KEY WORDS: CFD; Fixed hull; Waves; Performance; Bound-
ary layer; Propeller inﬂow
INTRODUCTION
The reliability of performance predictions for ships when sub-
jected to oﬀshore conditions by means of CFD has been a topical
subject in recent years. This comes from the fact that proper
veriﬁcation and validation of numerical towing tank techniques
is not well established in many areas (Stern et al., 2006). Ad-
dressing this issue, recent CFD workshops based on benchmark
test cases (Hino, 2005; Larsson et al., 2003, 2010) have shown en-
couraging results for the applicability of CFD to most aspects of
ship performance. However, the lack of consistency and common
problems areas have also been highlighted. One of the major
issues that has been found is the inability to accurately predict
the phase lag between the wave encounters and the resulting
forces (Larsson et al., 2010)
One reason for this might be that a focus on correctly modelling
the complex geometry (a ship moving in six degrees of freedom
with a rotating propeller) has somewhat taken over from cor-
rectly modelling and understanding the important phenomena
involved. Even though the moving geometry is what inﬂuences
the performance the most, anyone looking to subtly improve the
design of a hull to achieve a small percentage of increased eﬃ-
ciency must be able to quantify which factors are most inﬂuential.
For example, a moving mesh technique may not be suitable to
capture highly non-linear phenomena in the bow area resulting
in a lag of the force distribution further aft. Furthermore, it
has been shown that the ﬂow situation at the bow inﬂuences
the character of the boundary layer further aft (Landweber and
Patel, 1979) but no qualitative study exist on what inﬂuence the
surrounding seastate has on this interaction.
The ﬂow around the hull, the character of the boundary layer and
the inﬂow to the propeller ultimately act together to inﬂuence
the overall performance of the ship in waves. Adding knowledge
about how these interact diﬀerently because of diﬀerences in bow
shape will provide a new insight into how important the correct
modelling of the bow ﬂow is.
APPROACH
The approach taken here is to study the inﬂuence of incoming
waves on a series of ﬁxed hulls with identical underwater shapes
but diﬀerent above water bow sections. This is done to demon-
strate that even a change of the above water shape in moderate
waves can have a signiﬁcant enough eﬀect on the boundary layer
and on the ﬂow around the hull to show up in the propeller
plane. The propeller plane is chosen as a point of comparison
because it allows both for studies of how the ﬂow has been af-
fected around the hull but also how this might aﬀect propeller
performance. The ﬂow is modelled using RANS with the open
source CFD package OpenFOAM. The setup of the numerical
towing tank used has previously been validated against exper-
iments by Wind´ en et al. (2012). A Blade Element Momentum
(BEM) modelling technique by Phillips et al. (2009, 2010) is used
to model the propeller.
The Wigley hull is chosen as a base hull because of its simplicity.
This will make it easier to distinguish what eﬀects come from the
changed bow shape and allow disturbances to travel downstream
relatively easily. The negative aspect of this choice is that it
makes the results less representative for what would be experi-
enced with a realistic hullform. However, because the initial aim
is to study the importance of what happens at the bow and to
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hull is seen as the most attractive option.
Six diﬀerent bow sections with diﬀerent ﬂare angles are created
from the base hull where one is the base hull itself with no ﬂare
for reference.
RANS MODELLING
The problem is modelled using the PISO algorithm (Issa, 1986)
for pressure-velocity coupling with a Volume of Fluid (VOF) ap-
proach for capturing the eﬀects of the free surface. Turbulence is
modelled using the k − ω SST model by Menter et al. (2003).
Geometry
The setup of the numerical towing tank is shown in Figure 1.
Waves are generated and dissipated using the relaxation-based
wave generation toolbox waves2Foam (Jacobsen et al., 2012).
The length of the relaxation zones are chosen to be twice the
wavelength so that Lg = Ld = 2λ. The size of the computa-
tional domain is set so that LF = L and La = 4L. Forward
speed is modelled using a steady current which is set correspond-
ing to Fn = 0.2. The waves are chosen to have an amplitude
of ζ = 0.023m which corresponds to about 12% of the model
draught. The wavelength is set to be equal to the model length
so that λ = L.
The particulars of the chosen hull are shown in Table 1. These
remain unchanged for all six hulls since the modiﬁcation only
concerns the above water shape.
Table 1: Particulars of tested hulls
L 3 m B 0.3 m a2 0.2
T 0.1875 m ∇ 0.0780 m
2





























Figure 1: Geometry of the numerical towing tank
Meshing
The mesh is created using an automated algorithm described by
Wind´ en et al. (2012). The emphasis is to create smooth transi-
tions between areas of diﬀerent aspect ratios and cell sizes such
as the free surface region, the wake region and the far ﬁeld. The
mesh density in the free surface region has a large impact on the
quality of the propagating regular waves. Wind´ en et al. (2012)
found that, for this setup, 30 cells per waveheight and 30 cells per
wavelength should be enough to ensure undisturbed propagation.
The near wall spacing is set to a y
+-value of 50-60 for the hull
and wall functions on k and ω are thus utilised. The mesh for
the base hull with no ﬂare is shown in Figure 2.
The mesh size varies slightly between the diﬀerent cases but is
around 12M cells. When considering RANS modelling of ships
in waves as a practical design tool, this number is too high to
be feasible. However, it is used here since quality rather than
quantity and speed of results are considered more important.
The extra cells are spent on a ﬁne resolution at the bow, the
wake and the boundary layer as well as ensuring that waves are
resolved properly as explained earlier. Furthermore, the free
surface resolution close to the hull is much higher than the 30
cells per waveheight/-length in the freestream. This is done to
capture smaller waves and interaction between the hull generated
waves and the incident waves.
Figure 2: Mesh for base case showing the front half of the
hull
FLARE SERIES
Flares on ship bows are usually associated with performance in
waves in terms of damping of motions, slamming and deﬂection
of very large waves. In this study the hull is locked and the waves
are moderate. This is intentional since the aim is to show whether
or not the bow shape can still inﬂuence the performance in more
subtle ways and thus motivate more investigations into how the
bow ﬂow is resolved when using CFD. Both positive (outwards)
and negative (tumblehome) ﬂares are created to compare their
eﬀects. Tumblehome ﬂares have recently been a topical means of
improving performance in rough seas with the appearance of the
Ulstein X-bow.
In this study a modiﬁed Wigley hull is used to represent the ef-
fects of diﬀerent types of ﬂare. The modiﬁed Wigley hull has
the same deﬁnition of shape under the waterline as in Eqn. 1
but rather than being wall sided above the waterline, the hull is
distorted to create a ﬂare. If xo, yo and zo are coordinates giving
the shape of the original hull above the waterline, the modiﬁed





xo if xo ≥ xφ or yo ≤ 0









zo if xmo ≥ xφ or yo ≤ 0


























and with ym = yo. H is the freeboard, φamax the maximum over-
hang in the x direction, and xφ the start of the ﬂare region. The
exponents nx and nz1 determine the curvature of the ﬂare. The
exponent nz2 determines the curvature and extent of the deck.

















Figure 3: Deﬁnition of ﬂare parameters on hull
Six hulls were tested. The parameters nx = nz1 = nz2 = 3 and
xφ = 0 were ﬁxed and the overhang φamax was varied according
to Table 2. Here Flare 4 is the reference hull with no ﬂare. Ac-
cording to the deﬁnition in Figure 3, Flares 1-3 are tumblehome
ﬂares whereas Flares 5 and 6 are sloping outwards. The resulting
six bow sections are shown in Figure 4.
Table 2: Description of ﬂared hull series
Hull ID φamax
Flare 1 -6.3 % of Lpp
Flare 2 -4.2 % of Lpp
Flare 3 -2.1 % of Lpp
Flare 4 0
Flare 5 2.1 % of Lpp







Figure 4: Visualisation of tested bow sections
For reference the calm water resistance RCW and the added re-
sistance in waves RAW for the used hulls are shown in Figures 5
and 6. This study is focused mainly on the ﬂow f




















Figure 5: Calm water resistance for the tested bow sections
The added resistance in waves RAW, deﬁned here as the mean
increase in resistance due to waves as
RAW = mean(RW(t)) − RCW (6)
where RW(t) is the measured resistance in waves over a period
of time. RAW is shown for the diﬀerent bow shapes in Figure 6.
Even though a large variation of RAW is shown here, the absolute
values are small at around 0.5-0.6% of RCW for all bows. This
is due to the fact that none of the usual main sources of added
resistance, heaving, pitching and blunt bows are present here.



















Figure 6: Added resistance in waves for the tested bow sec-
tions
PROPELLER PLANE ANALYSIS
The Wigley hull is a purely academical hullform and has no con-
sideration of propeller positioning in the deﬁnition of its shape.
The propeller disc is therefore positioned half a diameter behind
the aft perpendicular, with a lower point ﬂush with the keel and
with a diameter of 85% of the draught. This is seen as repre-
sentative of a typical positioning of the propeller on a ship. The
positioning of the propeller disc relative to the rear proﬁle of the






Figure 7: Positioning of propeller disc behind Wigley hull
Propeller Inﬂow Analysis
The ﬂow ﬁeld through the propeller disc, positioned as in Figure
7, is analysed. Velocities are probed in the propeller plane using a
uniform spacing of points 0.0015m (1.9% of the propeller radius)
apart. Results are presented here as the diﬀerence in the ﬂow
variables Ux and k, representing axial velocity and turbulence
kinetic energy between the reference hull and hulls with diﬀer-
ent bow sections. The inﬂow proﬁles are averaged to represent
mean conditions in waves. This is done over a series of wave peri-
ods with about 1000 samples for each encounter with the sample
frequency being determined by the time step of the simulation.
Between three and four encounter periods the total change in the
average at all the points amounted to less than 0.5 %. Based
on this, three periods was chosen as the averaging scope and the
resulting average proﬁles are shown in in Figure 8.








Figure 8: Diﬀerence from reference case in propeller inﬂow
for diﬀerent bow sections, averaged over 3Te
For reference, Ux and k for the reference case are also shown in
Figure 9 where the remains of the turbulent boundary layer can
776be seen as the two areas of high turbulence intensity on each side
of the centreline in the upper part of the propeller disc. This
is also the area where the most change is seen between diﬀerent
bows in Figure 8. This indicates that the way the boundary
layer separates from the stern is diﬀerent between the cases with
a lower level of separation leading to an increase in intensity
towards the centreline as shown for Flare 3 and 1 and vice versa
for Flare 2,5 and 6. This is supported by a decrease in Ux to-
wards the centreline for those ﬂares with increased k and vice
versa. A large increase of k is also seen centred at about 0.95R,
horizontally away from the propeller centre for all ﬂares except
Flare 2.





Figure 9: Axial velocity and turbulence intensity in the pro-
peller plane for reference case, averaged over 3Te
In Figure 8, it can be seen that the average velocity going in to the
propeller changes between 0 and ±2% of the free stream velocity
depending on the bow shape. The largest diﬀerence from the ref-
erence case is seen for Flare 5 which is a moderate outwards ﬂare.
A more signiﬁcant eﬀect of the bow shape change is seen in the
turbulence kinetic energy k. A change of ±10% is seen both
for the relative diﬀerence 1000(k − kref)/U
2
∞ but also for the
absolute ratio k/kref which is not shown here. Increased levels
of turbulence can lead to both increased noise generation by the
propeller as well as changes in the produced thrust (Morton,
2012). Studies on wind turbines show that diﬀerent levels of at-
mospheric turbulence can change the power output for a turbine
by up to 20% (Lundquist and Clifton, 2012). Even though the
diﬀerences recorded here are unlikely to have an impact even
close to that number, it still suggests that the bow ﬂow has
impacts on the overall performance reaching far beyond the pres-
sure distribution at the bow itself.
Another eﬀect of the turbulence in the propeller inﬂow is the
eﬀect it might have on the inception of cavitation. Korkut and
Atlar (2002) showed that the free stream turbulence is contribut-
ing to complex scaling eﬀects when predicting cavitation and
that this is often neglected. It must be noted here that results
regarding turbulence intensity must be seen with some scepticism
for this case. The upper parts of the propeller plane are close to
the free surface and the k−ω SST model, as well as any common
turbulence model does not produce accurate results close to the
interface when using a VOF method (Shirani et al., 2006).
BEM Analysis
To get an estimate how the changes in the inﬂow condition might
aﬀect a working propeller, the time dependant velocities are given
as wake proﬁles to a BEM code developed by Phillips et al. (2009,
2010). By doing so, the time variation of thrust and torque coef-
ﬁcients KT and KQ as well as the propeller eﬃciency η can be










where Jlocal is the local advance coeﬃcient along the blade. The
properties used for the propeller model are shown in Table 3.
Table 3: Properties used in BEM model
Property Notation Value used
Advance ratio J 0.6
Pitch/Diameter ratio PD 0.73
Blade area ratio BR 0.58
Number of blades N 4
Radius R 0.85T/2
The velocities are probed at 10 diﬀerent radii corresponding to
10,20,30,40,50,60,70,80,90 and 100% of the total radius R. The
hub radius is assumed to be 0.2R and the torque and thrust con-
tributions at the blade tip are assumed to be zero. Consequently
the velocities at 0.1R and R are discarded in the calculation. For
each radius, 50 circumferential sections are used in the calcula-
tion.
An example of the output KT from the BEM for Flare 3 is shown
in Figure 10.














Figure 10: Variation of KT under waves for Flare 3
From the time variation of η, KT and KQ, mean values and os-
cillation amplitudes are extracted. The diﬀerence of these from
the reference case are presented for all ﬂares in Figure 11.











































Figure 11: Diﬀerence in mean performance compared to ref-
erence case for diﬀerent bow sections
It is evident that for a ﬁxed hull in moderate waves, the inﬂuence
of the bow shape on mean propeller performance is very small.
The largest recorded thrust increase is is about 0.2%, a value
that must be considered well within the error margins of both
the RANS model and the BEM model, let alone both combined.
A slightly more signiﬁcant eﬀect from the change of bow shape is
seen when looking at the amplitude of the performance variations
with time. This is shown in Figure 12 where a diﬀerence of ±1%
from the reference case is demonstrated. Unsteady periodic load-
ing of the propeller is usually associated with separation vortices
behind complex sterns. However, in this case since the Wigley
hull experiences very little separation, they stem from orbital
velocities due to the passing waves.
Periodic oscillations of thrust and torque risks leading to fatigue
problems in the propeller shafting and in the hull (Molland et al.,
2011). Increased amplitudes of these oscillations may increase
that risk and equally, decreased amplitude may mitigate it so
propellers are usually designed to minimise these ﬂuctuations
(Molland et al., 2011).












































Figure 12: Diﬀerence in performance oscillation amplitude
compared to reference case for diﬀerent bow sections
The diﬀerence in the amplitude of oscillations and the mean ﬂow
velocity for diﬀerent bow shapes may have several causes.
• Diﬀerences in how the regular wave pattern is disturbed by
the passing ship.
• Diﬀerences in how oscillations created at the bow are car-
ried aft in the boundary layer.
• Diﬀerences in how streamlines passing under the hull re-
emerge at the stern (caused by diﬀerent initial trajectory
at the bow.)
FLOW ANALYSIS
These causes are hard to quantify, analyse and visualise in a
short and concise way so they will mostly be left as future work.
The wave pattern however, can be quickly analysed to see if it
has any inﬂuence in this case.
The proﬁle of the bow wave at the time of a wave crest passing
the forward perpendicular is extracted. The proﬁles for the two
largest (negative and positive) ﬂares are shown in Figure 13.
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Figure 13: Bow wave proﬁles for the two largest ﬂares
The proﬁles are shown relative to the still water level 0 and the
amplitude of the regular waves ζ. The overall proﬁle is relatively
unchanged between the two bows but the outward ﬂare produces
a slightly steeper and higher bow wave. The diﬀerence in the
maximum height is about 25% of the regular wave height ζ and
3% of the draught.
A similar analysis is made of the stern wave. This is extracted at
the same point in time as the bow wave proﬁles and, since λ = L,
is also shown at a passing of a wave crest. The rear proﬁles of
the wave elevation at the aft perpendicular for the two diﬀerent
bows are shown in Figure 14.
              





Figure 14: Stern wave proﬁles for the two largest ﬂares
The diﬀerence in height of the stern waves between Flare1 and
Flare6 is about 8% of the wave height ζ and 1% of the draught.
Some of the eﬀects of the diﬀerent bow shape can thus still be
seen at the stern. However, this is conﬁned to a very small area,
in a wave riding on top of the crest of the regular wave (i.e not
aﬀecting the propeller plane velocities shown in Figure 8.) The
amplitude of the regular wave itself remains unchanged by the
change in bow shape. The conclusion is thus that in this case,
the wave pattern itself and its disturbance by the bow is not the
cause of the diﬀerences in inﬂow velocities seen earlier.
CONCLUSIONS
A set of Wigley hulls with diﬀerent above water bow shapes
subjected to regular waves have been simulated in a numerical
towing tank. The resulting propeller plane ﬂow situation has
been studied and propeller performance has been evaluated us-
ing a BEM. Furthermore some discussion has been shown around
the behaviour of the wave pattern and how this might aﬀect said
performance.
The eﬀect of the bow shape is mostly noticeable in two ways.
It changes the amplitude of the periodic variations of thrust
and torque with up to 1%. It also changes the intensity of the
turbulence in the propeller inﬂow. Both of these factors have
implications for noise generation as well as fatigue damages to
the hull and propeller through vibrations and cavitation.
No decisive conclusion can be made as to which one of the bows
tested performed best. Flare 3 shows the lowest added resistance,
a decrease in the calm water resistance and a decrease in periodic
thrust and torque variations. However, Flare 3 also showed the
highest increase in the turbulence intensity experienced by the
propeller. Not surprisingly, Flare6 shows the worst performance
in most areas except for having the lowest increase in turbulence
intensity in the propeller plane. Generally it seems that a mod-
erate ﬂare in any direction or indeed no ﬂare is showing the best
performance across the board. Flare 5 deviates from many of the
trends shown in this study and it cannot be excluded that this
is due to some error occurring in the simulation.
The study should not be seen as indicative of which bow shape is
best to use for ships operating in rough weather. It should rather
be seen as an indication that the ﬂow at the bow has implica-
tions on the performance in many diﬀerent ways. Future ship
performance evaluations are likely to move more and more to
CFD simulations and the margins of error and the percentage of
improvements sought are likely to be getting ever lower. In light
of this it is important to focus eﬀorts not only on representing
the complex geometry correctly, but also on capturing some of
the phenomena discussed in this paper.
This study will be further extended by fully coupling the BEM
with the RANS solver to improve the accuracy of the propeller
performance predictions. The implementation of body force
methods in OpenFOAM is available through previous work by
Turnock et al. (2010). The study will also be extended to make
the hull free to surge something that is likely to aﬀect both the
bow ﬂow, the boundary layer and the ﬂow at the propeller plane.
Furthermore, the variations of the phenomena discussed in this
paper with varying wavelength should be a topic of future inter-
est. The added resistance in waves is highly dependent on wave-
length and there will inevitably be diﬀerent phenomena present
for very short and very long waves that alters the situation shown
in this paper.
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